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A Note

It’s that time again! 

The flowers are 

blooming, the bees are 

buzzing, and the school 

year is coming to an 

end. Welcome to the 

fourth and last issue of 

Many Tongues, One 
Voice for the 2017-2018 

school year! As the 

year draws to a close 

we hope you can see 

the growth your ELs 

have made. When they 

arrive, take a moment 

to compare this year’s 

ACCESS scores to last 

year’s to see the 

progress your students

have made. As end of 

year testing begins, 

please double check that

your English Learners 

have access to the 

accommodations they are  

entitled to (see page 4 

for more information). 

Accommodations can 

reduce testing anxiety 

and help ensure a more 

accurate measure of 

students’ content 

knowledge.  Be sure to 

discuss any 

accommodations that 

have been assigned to 

students with them 

beforehand so that they 

know what to expect and 

can prepare. 

Did You Know? 
ELs represent only 2% of the student population in gifted 

programs nationwide (as compared to over 7% of their 

English speaking peers). Not only are gifted ELs harder 

to identify, they are often excluded from programs even 

when they are identified. A lack of teacher training, 

adequately diverse materials, and access to appropriate 

assessments have resulted in the underrepresentation 

of ELs in these specialized programs. 
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FEEDBACK
Give Us Some Feedback:

Click Here 
to tell us what you think! 

Why Are Students Intimidated by Writing?

Every classroom has reluctant writers, students who may be talkative during class, but revert to an 

“IDK” default anytime a piece of paper and pencil are put in front of them.  Why is it that students 

are so intimidated by the writing process that they clam up at the very idea? As proficient writers, 

educators may struggle to understand the pressure students feel when writing. Consider the 

differences between the demands of oral and written language below: 

So what can classroom teachers do to help students feel more comfortable writing?  They can start 

by building oral language.  Give students a chance to practice what they will say and refine their

Adapted from Multisensory Teaching of Basic Language Skills by Judith Birsh

Oral Language Written Language

Oral language is acquired naturally through authentic 

day-to-day interaction.

Reading and writing require deliberate instruction 

and practice, often over many years. 

Oral language is temporal and does not need to be 

precise to be comprehensible.

Written language is more permanent and must be 

precise to communicate meaning effectively. It can

last lifetimes. 

Oral language is contextualized by the situation, 

shared experience/location, the speaker’s tone, 

gestures, intonation, body language, etc. 

Written language is often more decontextualized and 

makes assumptions about common background 

knowledge, language, and understanding. 

Oral language is interactional- participants can ask 

for clarity, repetition, or examples if they do not 

understand.  Oral communication is two-sided. The

speaker can adjust on the fly when needed.

In written language, comprehension is not a give-

and-take but depends on the reader’s interpretation 

of the text, which may or may not be what the 

author intended.

Oral language tends to be informal. For example, 

fillers like “um,” “well,” and “like,” and incomplete 

phrases are generally acceptable in casual 

conversation. 

Written language is more formal and linguistically 

complex. For example, transition words such as 

“moreover” and “whereas” are commonly used in 

writing, but not as commonly in speech. 

Both oral and written language can change in style and register depending on the intended audience.  

Written language has many different forms which each have their own acceptable structure and vocabulary 

such as written instructions, advertisements, emails, diaries, reports, grocery lists, non-fiction, biography, 

fantasy, etc. 

thinking with their peers, before they write, rather than just sharing 

afterwards.  Provide writing scaffolds, like pertinent vocabulary or 

sentence stems, students can use. Offer exemplars after which 

students can model their writing. Finally, emphasize the written 

word as a work-in-progress. Don’t over-focus on mistakes, but 

instead set a couple of explicit goals for students to work towards 

and assess progress towards those goals. Use comic strips, 

graphic organizers, and digital media like Voki.com to make it fun. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfvJyDvtSnQSgUXc7_A-Kb9Sfk-RfMK553YW-ODdXmCMEqA4g/viewform?usp=sf_link
http://www.voki.com/
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Language Scaffolds 

Sentence and question stems can be a powerful way to help students frame their thinking. Teachers sometimes 
shy away from sentence frames because they feel they restrict creativity, however, for English Learners they 
can provide a scaffold that allows students to express deeper levels of thought. The types of academic 
conversations we want students to have rarely happen spontaneously.  They happen when teachers provide 
students with the language tools they need to use complex language structures, interact collaboratively, and 
articulate their thinking with precision.  Check out some of the stems below:

Adapted from: Teach Thought - 26 Sentence Stems for Higher-Level Conversation in the Classroom

Type of Stem Statement/Question Stems 

Clarifying

 Could you rephrase that?
 Could you say that again?
 When you say …, do you mean…?
 Are you saying that…? 
 You think that …Correct? 
 What I mean is…
 So what I hear you saying is …

Agreeing

 That makes sense because…
 I agree with you because…
 I agree with … Let me add that…
 I am in agreement. For example …
 I concur with … because…
 I came to the same conclusion. Moreover…
 I think you’re right because…

Disagreeing

 I disagree because…
 In contrast, I think…
 I understand what you’re saying, however…
 I have a different opinion. I think… because…
 I am not sure about that because…
 I have some reservations about this because…
 You may have a point, but have you considered…

Summarizing 

 The big idea is…
 Overall, what I’m trying to say is…
 The most important thing is…
 My point is…
 I took away…

http://teachthought.com/learning/sentence-stems-higher-level-conversation-classroom/
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EL Testing Accommodations 

Any 3rd through 5th grader designated English Learner, 
who scores less than a 5 on the ACCESS test, is eligible 
for accommodations on state tests.  These include: 

● Read aloud
● Read-per-request

● Native language dictionary (this should only         
be used if the child is literate in their native 
language and must be a DPI approved word-to-
word dictionary)

● Extra time
● Separate setting 

Accommodations no longer have to be place in EdPlan
30 days before the EOGs, however they should reflect 
those regularly used in the classroom. 

Check out back 

issues of 

Many Tongues,

One Voice 

by clicking 

HERE 

EL Changes Under ESSA 

1. EL accountability is now housed under Title I 

instead of Title III.

2. States have the option to include Newcomers in 

testing, but exempt their scores from 

accountability calculations. 

3. Scores now include exited ELs for four years 

(instead of 2) in EL subgroup data. 

4. Schools must have 30 kids for a subgroup to be 

counted in the school report card data.

5. There will be required increased reporting of 

EC/EL students and student progress toward 

proficiency over time. 

6. States are required to standardize the entrance 

and exit procedures for all ELs.

Calculating Final Grades 

Please note that per NC 
School Board of Education, 
policy TEST-016 middle and 
high school EOC scores 
should not count for 20% of 
English Learners’ grades IF
it is their initial year of 
enrollment. This applies to 
English/Language Arts/ 
Reading, Mathematics, 
Science, and Social Studies 
EOC and NCFE assessments. 
For more info click HERE. 

https://www.wsfcs.k12.nc.us/Page/107823
https://stateboard.ncpublicschools.gov/policy-manual/testing/copy2_of_use-of-end-of-course-tests-for-accountability
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Modification of Presentation 

Read aloud

Read per request

Repeat upon request 

Translate directions or use cognates 

Explain, rephrase, or simplify directions

Test orally

Student dictates to scribe

Allow take-home test 

Allow extra time 

Allow separate or small group setting 

Shorter/multiple test sessions  (to prevent fatigue) 

Modification of Test Format

Use multiple choice or matching formats

For multiple choice reduce answer choices 

Reduce number of test questions 

For essay/short answer, have student label a diagram or fill in a 
chart instead

For essay/short answer, complete a graphic organizer instead 

For essay/short answer, provide sentence stems 

For essay/short answer, provide a word bank

Provide picture support 

Allow for alternative expression (diagram, non-verbal , drawings, 
charts, etc.) 

Pre-teach test formatting 

Use consistent, familiar formatting 

Allow mark in book (eliminate scantron sheets) 

Computer-based tests with audio 

Use of rubrics (shared beforehand) 

Possible Classroom Assessment & Grading Accommodations for ELs

Modification of Test Content 

Select only appropriate test items or use different test items.

Test for big ideas 

Assess skills with reading passages at the student’s level

Limit unfamiliar vocabulary 

Provide a glossary of test vocabulary 

Provide examples of how to answer test questions 

Other Test Scaffolds 

Allow use of manipulatives 

Allow use of notes, study guides or text 

Ignore spelling/grammar errors except when explicitly being
assessed 

Use native language dictionary/supports 

Grading Modifications 

Grade for completion or submission on homework & assignments

Grade only test items completed by the student, do not mark off 
for incomplete items

Allow more recent grades to replace older grades rather than be 
averaged with them

Grade according to English proficiency level

Use WIDA Can Dos to determine appropriate level questions/tasks 

Document growth with formative assessments at the student’s 
proficiency level

Modify grading to reflect effort and progress 

Use multiple growth measures (portfolios, rubrics, checklist, 
journals, anecdotal notes etc.)

Allow for early submission, feedback, and revisions of projects 
before final due dates

Collaborate with the ESL teacher in making final  grading decisions 
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EL Differentiation through Technology 
By Joy Hamm, ESL Teacher @ Walkertown Middle and High 

Looking for ways to differentiate for your ELs 
through technology? Check out the Chrome Web 
Store’s Extensions where these add-ons are 
available for free download. 

1. TLDR-Summarize Anything –With this 
extension a website’s content is 
summarized into 3 differentiated reading 
lengths (25%, 50% and 75% of original 
article length) which can help struggling 
readers to comprehend the main idea of a 
passage.

2. Read&Write for Google Chrome- This 
extension will read-aloud any article from a 
website or a handout on Google docs. It 
also contains extra premium tools for a 
limited time. 

3. Google Translate- This extension will 
translate a complete online text into various 
languages with one click.

Note: Once an extension is added on a students’ 
Google account, the extension will appear when the 
student logs in to any Chromebook. 

Teachers can also download the Google Translation 
App on their ipad or other classroom devices. Simply 
press the camera icon and hold over the printed 
text. Once scanning stops, choose “select all.” The 
app will provide a translation in the student’s native 
language. You can even use the microphone icon to 
translate verbal statements from one language to 
another.

EL Teacher Resources 

Check Out the ESL/Title III section of the 
IRC  (located in the Ed Bld.) where we are 
continuing to collect new resources for 
teachers working with ELs. Books can be sent 
through interoffice school mail, if reserved 
through the Destiny system. Some of our 
newest text additions include:

• Classroom Teacher's ESL Survival Kit #2 
by Prentice Hall

• Reading, Writing, and Learning in ESL: A 
Resource Book for Teaching K-12 English 
Learners by Suzanne F. Peregoy

• Collaboration and Co-Teaching:  Strategies 
for ELs by Andrea Honigsfeld

• Why do English Language Learners Struggle 
With Reading? by Janette K. Klingner

• Visual Note-Taking for Educators: A 
Teacher’s Guide to Student Creativity by 
Wendi Pillars

• From Ideas to Words: Writing Strategies for 
English Language Learners by Tasha Laman

• Activities for English Language Learners 
Across the Curriculum by Stephen White

• 101 Strategies to Make Academic Vocabulary 
Stick by Marilee B. Sprenger

• 50 Strategies for Teaching English Language 
Learners by Adrienne L. Herrell

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/category/extensions
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Identifying Gifted English Learners

Identifying giftedness in ELs can be difficult. Because of their limited mastery of the English language, ELs 
may not be able to truly demonstrate all that they are thinking and know in the classroom. ELs are also 
often judged on their speaking abilities, which may be more readily apparent, rather than their thinking 
abilities. This knowledge may not be captured by typical assessments for giftedness, nor will the expression 
of that giftedness necessarily mirror that of native English speakers, but rather behaviors must be assessed 
within the context of cultural appropriateness.  Behaviors encouraged in American schools- questioning,  
independence, individuality- may be discouraged in other cultures. A precocious American child may correct 
an adult and be seen as advanced, while in other cultures such behavior might be deemed disrespectful and 
punished. Students who come from collectivist cultures may shy away from demonstrating what they know 
if it would shine a spotlight on them and detract from the group dynamic. Research suggests that a holistic 
approach that includes things like portfolios and checklists, rather than relying on one specific test, may 
better identify gifted ELs. Here are some of the characteristics to look for that may indicate giftedness: 

Characteristics of Gifted English Learners 

Has strong desire to learn- present in both the first and second language 

Acquires the 2nd language rapidly in comparison with peers from same native language group  

Code switches easily between languages- may think in both languages with ease 

Quickly grasps new information

Has a richness in imaginary and informal language

Navigates appropriate behaviors in both cultures and adjusts quickly to new situations

Demonstrates a strong sense of pride in cultural background and eagerly shares native culture

Displays a mature sense of diverse cultures and languages 

Eagerly interprets and translates for peers or parents at advanced levels

Possesses cross-fluency flexibility

Has an advanced understanding of English expressions (jokes, puns, figurative language)

Shows high ability in mathematics or other nonverbal tasks 

Makes connections between concepts (first and second languages, mathematical concepts etc.) 

Adapted from Dr. Jaime Castellano, Special Populations in Gifted Education & 

Identifying Gifted and Talented English Language Learners (Iowa Department of Education and Belin Blank Center)
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Check out the SIOP website

Do you want to Know how to accelerate the English Language acquisition process, motivate 
your English Learners, and improve your teaching practice? 

Location: The Gathering Place, 601 N. Cherry St. (City Mkt.), Winston-Salem, NC 27101, 
adjacent to the Downtown School 

Dates: Wednesday, June 27th and Thursday, June 28th (You must attend both days) 

From 8:30am-4:00pm sharp

CEU Credits: 13 hours (6 .5 ESL/General & 6 .5 Reading)

Stipend: A $75/per day stipend will be offered to participants who have never attended 
before. 

Registration: Please register via the staff development system by June 18th (This workshop can be 
found under the title Summer District-wide Elementary SIOP Training, location: other)

For teachers of English Learners

SUMMER DISTRICT-WIDE ELEMENTARY 
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Where: Education Building
Room 223

4801 Bethania Station Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27105

Amanda Cannon 
MS/HS SIOP Coach   

Facilitator 
You’re invited!

SIOP is a scientifically research-based model 
designed to make classroom content 

comprehensible for second language learners. 
SIOP answers the question, 

“What can I do to help my ELL students?” 
Come to the training and find out!

When: June 27 & 28th

or  July 11 & 12th

Please plan to attend both days
8:30am-3:30pm 

SIOP Training Includes:
 Lesson Preparation
 Building Background
 Comprehensible Input
 Strategies
 Interaction
 Practice and Application
 Lesson Delivery
 Review and Assessment

Receive a small stipend for attending both days
Limited to 20 people-1st timers only

Please register via Professional Development site
Contact alcannon@wsfcs.k12.nc.us if you have any questions

mailto:alcannon@wsfcs.k12.nc.us

